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JEFFREY ALLEN INC, IS NOW THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR BOLT ENERGY USA.  

  
October 16,2023:  
  
Bolt Energy USA has entered into an exclusive distribution agreement with Jeffrey Allen, Inc. for the State of Florida. 
Jeffrey Allen Inc. is the largest dealer of Club Car golf & utility vehicles in Florida. They also carry HuntVe electric UTVs, 
Westward utility vehicles, Madjax electric vehicles, Garia luxury golf carts and own one of the largest fleets of rental 
vehicles in Florida.  They have been distributing batteries in Florida since 1970.   
  
Jeffrey Allen is well-positioned to increase consumer sales, build a dealer network and create brand awareness for 
Bolt Energy by partnering with fellow dealers across the State. They will provide product support, best practice and 
timely distribution for all Bolt products. Jeffrey Allen Inc. is headquartered in Tampa, Florida, with locations in Orlando 
and Davie. This strategic partnership will undoubtedly contribute to the growth and success of both companies in the 
energy sector.  
  
Brent Tenney and Bobby Diaz, both engineers and fellow golf car dealership owners, founded Bolt Energy USA out 
of their frustration with the low-quality lithium-ion golf car batteries available on the market. They set out to create 
the best lithium-ion battery on the planet keeping the desires and needs of dealers at the forefront! Bolt Energy 
USA now designs, produces, and assembles lithium-ion batteries for retail and commercial applications. Their motto 
is "Do it right the first time" since they were tired of replacing subpar components that other manufactures used 
with their products.   
  
Bolt lithium-ion batteries are compatible with many brands such as Advanced EV, Bintelli, Club Car, DS, Precedent, 
Coleman, EZGO, Elite, Evolution, EPIC, GEM. Cars, ICON, Kandi, Madjax, Navitas Storm, Titan, Tomberlin, Vivid, 
Yamaha and many more.  
  

ABOUT BOLT ENERGY USA.  
 

Bolt Energy USA, located in Florida, is a leading golf cart battery manufacturer. The company is committed to 
producing high-output lithium batteries compatible with all brands of golf carts. Bolt Energy USA aims to provide 
unprecedented customer service in the golf cart industry. The company’s powerful lithium batteries, paired with its 
heavy-duty accessories, such as cables, reducers, and HD solenoids, are designed to perform flawlessly under all 
conditions. This commitment to quality and performance sets Bolt Energy apart in the industry.  
  

ABOUT JEFFREY ALLEN INC.  
 

Jeffrey Allen Inc. is a third-generation family-owned golf cart dealership and service provider that was founded in 
1970. The founder, Alan B. Sverdlow, started the company in Bradenton, Florida, as a deep cycle battery distributor 
for the golf course industry.  Jeff Sverdlow, the second-generation CEO, transformed Jeffrey Allen Inc. into one of the 
highest-rated Club Car dealers in Florida.  Today, it is owned by third generation brothers Ben & Craig Sverdlow whose 
continued dedication to excellence has been a key factor in the company’s success and reputation in the industry.    

  
For dealer inquiries and sales opportunities please contact Jeffrey Allen, Inc. at 

bolt@jeffreyalleninc.com.  
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